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Information retrieval theory and design 
based on a model of the user's concept 
relations* 

Matthew B. Koll 

6.1 Information retrieval systems as models of human behaviour 

6.1.1 Introduction 

Viewing information retrieval (IR) systems as models of human assessment of 
the similarity between requests and documents (SRD)t contributes to 
development of theory for IR and can aid in development of IR systems. This 
chapter reports the development and testing of a theory of IR based on this 
system-as· model (SAM) view;:. Implications for IR research and development 
are then considered. 

The SAM theory of IR is an expansion of the present model used in IR 
research. That model, and its expansion into a theory of IR, are described in 
the two sections below§. 

6.1.2 The traditional model in IR research 

The model under which most IR research takes place may be called the system
as-tool (SAT) model. Here the IR system itself is the focus of the research, its 
components being studied in order to improve the system's usefulness. 

The traditional model of IR systems is represented by the Bookstein
Cooper model (Bookstein and Cooper, 1976). Figure 6.1(a) is based on that 
model. Bookstein and Cooper show their model to apply to a wide range of IR 
systems, from sophisticated automatic systems to ordinary card catalogues. 

* This work is a contribution of the National Bureau of Standards and is not subject to 
copyright. 
t Owing to confusing definitions and usage of 'relevance', the term SRD (for Similarity 
between Request and Document) will be used here. SRD corresponds most closely to 
Swanson's (1977) definition of relevance and the general notion of aboutness (see Maron, 
1977). SRD refers to the similarity between the subjects or conlents of a document and 
request. 
t The development of the SAM theofY, as well as most of the work reported here, was 
conducted as part of a doctoral dissertation (Koll, I 979b). 
§. The use of 'model' and 'theory' here is based on Boring's continuum or models-theories 
(Boring, 1953). The point, on his continuum, where models become theories is where the 
constructs in the model are hoped to be real, and where the model.theory is thought of as an 
explanation or the phenomenon, not just a tool for predicting outcomes. 
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Figure 6.1 (al Genera' model of IR systems. (b) (SAT) General model 
of phenomena in IR research (research within this model consists of 
manipulating components of the left-hand side-i.e. index space- to 
try to improve the match between boxes 4 and 6) 

Figure 6.1(b) is drawn to represent the model under which most IR researcl 
is done at present. In this research framework, an IR system is evaluated as : 
predictive model of human judgements (usually relevance). Such researcl 
makes no explicit claims about cognitive structures or processes used by thl 
human in making decisions about document relevance, even though th, 
system is trying to predict the outcome of those decisions. 

6.1.3 Limitations 

The present model underlying IR research may be criticised on three genera 
grounds. (1) It does not provide a strong theoretical framework for research 
(2) It does not facilitate critical testing of lower-level hypotheses anI 
techniques. (3) It does not provide a basis for ad vancing IR from symbol-basel 
to concept-based. 

(1) While the system must serve as at [east a predictive model of humaJ 
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Figure 6.2 (a) (SAT) General model of phenomena in IR research 
modified by constraints on syntax, semantics, query representation 
and matching function. (b) (SAM) General model of phenomena in 
IR research (research within this model may look at factors affecting 
the 3 = 5 match as well as the 4 = 6 match. The 4 = 6 match is 
dependent on the 3 = 5 match) 

behaviour, it could do more. By filling in the black box (see Figures 2a and 
2b) the IR theorists could attempt to explain, not just predict, the values 
placed on documents by users. 

The SAT model is weak in that it makes no prohibitions. An important 
function of a theory is to tell us what things are not going to occur 
(Popper, 1965). A theory of IR should define deficient classes of systems, 
precluded by theory from outperforming other classes of systems. 

(2) The SAT model only allows comparison of model and subject (that is, 
system and user) at the ultimate stage of performance: evaluation of the 
documents' relation to a query. When the only dependent measure 
(retrieval effectiveness) is so far removed from the independent variables 
being manipulated (for example, form of document representation), 
uncontrolled factors will often affect the results. 
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(3) The SAT model does not make reference to the way people understa 
text. As pointed out repeatedly by Bar-Hillel (e.g. 1975), Maron a 
Kuhns (1960) and Robertson (1977), symbol matching is not sufficie 
Significant progress in IR will not be made until systems 'understal 
what a document is about. A theory of IR must contain a model of h' 
people come to understand the contents of documents, or at least of h' 
they differentiate documents with respect to a request. 

6.1.4 Development of a theory of IR 

6. J. 4. J Base assumptions 

The development of the SAM theory from the SAT model can be seen 
modification of Figure J(b) to Figure 2(a). This change consists of constraii 
on the syntax and semantics of the index space, thus controlling aU index Spl 
variables except concept similarity. These constraints are consistent both w 
state of the art practices in fully automatic document retrieval systems a 
with traditional assumptions made in IR (see Koll, 1979b, page 16). 

The shift to an explanatory theory (from Figure 2a to Figure 2b) is visualif 
by replacing the black box with the contents of the other side of the moe 
Such a theory should be based on the present assumptions of the field. Th, 
assumptions are: 

(1) Perception of the content of a document is primarily based on 1 
presence of and proximity relations among words in text (cf. Giulial 
1965, page 26: Harter, 1975, page 199). 

(2) Perceived relations among concepts can be observed in text in 1 
relations among the words representing the concepts (Giuliano, 19, 
page 223: 1965, page 26)". 

(3) All occurrences of the same word in a document (after stemmil 
represent the same concept (Harter, 1975, page 201). 

(4) A fundamental relationship among concepts, texts and words is similar 
(see Woelfel, 1974: Koll, 1979b, pages 35-37). 

It has been pointed out by Bar-Hillel (1975) and Robertson (1977) tt 
progress in IR hinges on the ability to understand the content of text. To rna 
researchers or philosophers of JR, this means 'understanding natu 
language'. However, for document retrieval or many behavioural choices OJ 

a very limited kind of understanding is needed. It is only necessary to say whi 
of two pairs of information items is more similar. That is, an JR system d( 
not have to understand much of the meanings of the concepts 'psycholo§ 
'cognition' and 'turkey', only that the first two are the most closely relat, 
This type of meaning (that is, the relative similarity of concepts) does r 
require sophisticated linguistic theory, but can be observed in the patterns 
the tokens representing those documents in text. 

(5) Queries are processed over the index language in the same manner 
documents. 

* These two assumptions embody the idea that semantic and statistical properties of text 
strongly related. This point has a long history of discussion and research (see. for example, 
Luhn, 1957; Kalter, 1967; Kim and Kim, 1977). 
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6.1.4.2 I nc/uding the user 

Including a model of the user's concept relations* in a theory requires a 
methodology for modelling those relations. The literature on theory in IR has 
advanced the idea that models of how humans organise information should be 
examined for potential contribution. Some proposals for where these models 
should come from and what they should look like have been made by Paisley 
(1968), Belkin and Robertson (1976) and Smith (1976). 

While any model of concept relations provides additional information 
above that now used in many IR systems, content restrictions and simplicity 
can be used to narrow the field. The approach adopted here limits concept 
relations to similarity. Therefore, the more complex models (such as predicate 
calculus, production systems, complex semantic nets and frames: see Smith, 
1976) need not be considered, since similarity can be modelled more simply by 
either spatial or simple network models. 

Arguments can be made for both model forms (see Craig, 1975). The spatial 
model was selected as more appropriate for use in implementing the SAM 
model (KolI, 1979b). In particular, Woelfel's GALl LEO spatial model of 
cognition and communication effects was used t. The reliability and validity of 
the GALILEO data-gathering methodology has been demonstrated (Wisan, 
1972; Gordon, 1976; Craig, 1977: Gillham and Woelfel, 1977: Koll, 1979b). 

6.1.4.3 A theory 

The model shown in Figure 6.2(b), incorporating state of the art assumptions 
and a component for the users' concept relations, constitutes a testable theory 
of IR (or, more precisely, of human SRD judgements). Under the SA M model, 
the steps taken by the system are hypothesised to be the same as those 
intervening stages of the user. Research under this model searches for 
congruence between the corresponding stages of system and user. Figure 6.2(a) 
implies that with all other factors constant (that is, the retrieval function and 
the method of describing documents and information requirements over the 
concept space), the quality of the match between the system's and users' SRDs 

IF The terms 'concept', 'concept relations' and 'concept space' are used throughout this 
work. 'Concept' is defined as the reference of any symbol or collection of symbols, such as a 
word, stem, title or abstract. A concept may be operationally defined by the model used to 
manipulate it (for example, as a point in multidimensional space). 'Concept relations' are 
limited here to similarity: a single number representing the similarity between any two 
concepts. The operational definition of the users' (perceived) relation between two concepts is 
the mean judgement of the difference between the concepts reported by users on a 
questionnaire. An IR system's concept relations are operationally defined by the method of 
computing them from their (co-)occurrences in the database. ·Concept space' is a generic 
term for models of concept relations. It does not have to take the form of a vector space. It 
could be described by networks, sets or other formalisms. 
t The GALILEO space is a model used to describe and predict communication and 
behavioural phenomena (see Woelfel, 1971; Saltie! and Woelfel, 1975; Gillham and WoelfeL 
1977). The space is created by multi-dimensional scaling of pairwise, ratio-level dissimilarity 
judgements of concepts made by human subjects. The GALl LEO space is designed to deal 
with changing relationships over time. The linear force aggregation theory (LFA T) has been 
proposed as a law of motion through the space (Woelfel, 1971; Saltiel and Woelfel. 1975). 
LFAT states that an attitude (or behaviour, etc.), defined as a vector in space, converges on 
the mean of the attitudes encountered by the individual It has shown good predictive 
validity for behaviours such as voting preferences. occupational choice, smoking rates and 
belief change (Danes, Hunter and WoelfeL 1978). 
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is dependent upon the agreement between the system's and users' conc 
similarities. 

This dependence becomes a crucial statement ofthe SAM theory, since it 
claim not made explicitly by the SAT model. The SAM theory also impli( 
preference for using co-occurrence data over treating terms independen 
This preference arises from the observation that automatically genera 
concept relations which consider term dependencies should agree more" 
the users' concept relations than relations based on an independe 
assumption (where all concepts are equally dissimilar). 

These two points clearly differentiate the SAM and SAT mDdels. The Sf 
theDry (1) claims that the quality of a system's SRD predictions is depend 
Dn the agreement Df its concept similarities with those of the user and 
implies that a system using dependency information should predict Sl 
better than a system not using that informatiDn. The SAT model makes 
statement on either pDint. Thus, a critical test can be defined Dn the Sf 
theory's added statements. 

6.2 A test of the theory 
6.2.1 Method 

An empirical study was conducted to test the validity Df the statements wh 
differentiate the SAT and SAM mDdels. The essential question is whether 
ability to predict SRD (the match between boxes Nos. 4 and 6 in Figure 6.2/ 
dependent on the cDrrespDndence between concept similarities (bDxes No. 
and 5). 

On the basis of the SAM theory, it may be hypothesised that 
imprDvement in the agreement between an IR system's and users' conc 
similarities improves the system's predictions of SRD. 

If the ability to predict SRD is dependent upon the concept similarity mat 
and a system utilising term dependencies improves the concept similal 
match, then the system using the dependency information should prodl 
more accurate SRD predictions. Thus, it may be hypothesised that using te 
dependencies imprDves an IR system's predictiDns Df SRD and that 
imprDvement is due to the increased agreement between system's and US! 
cDncept similarities. 

The experiment cDnsisted Df comparing the SRDs predicted by an IR syst, 
using independent, dependent and perceived concept similarities, with 1 

SRDs reported directly by a user sample. The experiment required: 

(1) A cDmputer program to predict SRD as wDuld be dDne by three 
systems differing only in that they use independent, dependent a 
perceived cDncept similarities, respectively. 

(2) Three queries and twenty documents that had been retrieved for each i 
prior study (McGill, Koll and N oreauit, 1979). 

(3) A questiDnnaire, filled Dut by 24 subjects, on which they reported th 
perceived dissimilarities between concepts and between requests a 
dDcuments (ie. SRD). 

The DUtputs of three retrieval systems were simulated: 

SYSTEM I (Independent). Predicts SRD based Dn the independence 
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sumption. There are no degrees of relationship among terms; 
they are all equally dissimilar. 

SYSTEM D (Dependent). Predicts SRD based on concept similarities which 
vary according to their level of co-occurrence in the text of the 
database. 

SYSTEM P (Perceived). Predicts SRD based on perceived concept simila
rities as obtained from the user population. 

All three systems may be described by the same formula (6.1), which has a 
single between-systems variable to represent the differences in concept 
similarities. 

q"{P,,x -di' ·qi}Pikx) + dik)J2} 
IQ;I 

(6.1) 

where, for an IR system X, SRPk = predicted similarity between document k 
(Dk) and requestj (R) (is actually dissimilarity; SR Pk ranges from 0, ifitems are 
identical, up through the largest distance possible in the space); Qj = query for 
request j; M = number of terms in database; n = number of terms in document 
k; m=number of terms in query j; di.= 1 if term i occurs in document k, ° 
otherwise; qij = 1 if term i occurs in query j, ° otherwise; cijx = distance of term i 
from request j in concept space of system X; Pikx = distance of term i from 
document k in concept space of system X; ID.I = length of document k 

= J(l#.; IQ;I)=length of query j= JCtlqfj) 
The differences between systems are reflected in the term-query and term

document distances (c and P in formula 6.1). Table 6.1 shows what happens to 
the distance between a document and a query as each term is considered by the 
different systems. 

For System I, the c and p values are a constant: 1. In this way the SRDs 
produced by formula (6.1) are equivalent to those that would be produced by 
computing the cosine correlation between the query and the document vectors 
and converting to distance. 

For System D, the distance from any term, x, to information items (queries 
or documents) which do not contain that term varies according to the degree 
to which term x co-occurs with the terms contained in the information item. 
The distances are computed from a term-term co-occurrence matrix using 
formulas (6.2) and (6.3). 

C;;D= J[2-2/m(1r(XiYg))] 

PikD= )[2-2/n(J,r(XiYh))] 

(6.2) 

(6.3) 

where xi=any term i; y.=gth term in query J; Yh=hth term in document k; 
m= No. of query terms; n = No. of terms in document k; r(xiYz)=correlation 
between terms Xi and yz. 

System P embodies a perfect concept space match, since it uses the users' 
perceived concept similarities. The difference between System D and System P 
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TABLE 6.1. Differences among SRDI, SRDD and SRDP 

Concept similarity 
structure 

Range of 
cij and Pill. 

Range of 
SRD 

Increase in SRD' 
w hen term j is 
summed 'over, when: 

o 0 

o 

o 

SRDI 

Independent All 
term-information item 
distances are equal. 

min.= 1; max.= 1 

min. =0: max.=j2 

0 

(fm-;J 
11m 

lin 

SRDD 

Dependent Term
information item 
distance is inversely 
related to degree of 
co-occurrence of term 
and terms in 
information item. 

min. =0; max.=j2 

min.=O: max.=fi 

0 

G~-;J 
Iii' +Ikl' -2Iillklcos(ik)t 

m 

iii' + W - 2IiIUlcos(ij) 

n 

SRDP 

Perceived. Term
information item 
distance is as rep 
by users on 
GALlLEO·type 
questionnaire. 

min. =0; max.=il 
(~IOO)' 

min.=Cf, max.=il 
(~ 15)* 

0 

(I I)' 
.foJn 

perceived dist. (i,~ 

m 

perceived dist(iJ) 

n 

Perceived distances are measured on open~ded scale. While theoretically there IS no maximum, in practia= maxil 
values Icnd 10 be as ind icaled 
t i,j and k here refer to vectors representing the term i.,documenl k and query j. "I r indicales vector length. The veclorscons 
presence/absence data of (1) tbe tc:rm i over the: set of documc:nts in Ihe database.. (2) the avc:rage of the terms in document k ave 
rest of the database and (3) the average or the terms in query j over the database. 

is the origin of the term-term similarities. In System P the distances 
obtained by asking a sample of the user population to judge the dissimilari( 
between concepts. The questionnaire is based on the GALl LEO format ( 
Gordon, 1976; Koll, 1979b). 

These three sets of predicted SRDs (SRDI, SRDD and SRDP) 
evaluated by their correspondence to the dependent variable: observed Sl 
(SRDO). SRDO is obtained via the same questionnaire and method as the 
and PikP values. Respondents are asked to judge the similarity betweel 
retrieved document and the query. SRDO for a given document and quer: 
defined as the mean judgement of the respondents. 

The statistical hypotheses to be tested are: 

HI: p(PO) > p(IO) 
H2: p(PO) > p(DO) 
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H3: p(DO»P{IO) 
H4: p(DO'P)=p(IO'P) 

where I, D and P are the SRDs predicted by the systems using independent, 
dependent and perceived concept relations, 0 is the SRDs reported by users, 
p(XO) is the correlation between predicted SRDXs and SRDO, and p(XO· P) 
is the partial correlation hetween the SRDs predicted by System X and the 
SRDs reported by users, with the effect of the SRDs predicted by System P 
controlled. 

HI and H2 predict that the SRDs predicted by a system P which has perfect 
agreement with users' concept similarities will have a higher correlation with, 
perceived SRDs (SRDO) than will the SRDs predicted by systems I and D, 
which have less than perfect concept similarity matches. H3 is similar to HI 
and H2. We assume that D has better concept similarities agreement than I; 
therefore, it should have better SRD predictions. 

With the constraints discussed above, the SAM theory implies that SRD 
predictions will improve only to the extent caused by the concept similarities 
match. It is hypothesised that if between the two systems D and I a difference 
in ability to predict SRD is found, that difference will be due to a difference in 
their concept similarities. Therefore, when the effect of the concept similarities 
match is controlled, the difference in SRD predictions should not remain. 

Such a difference is expected to be found between Systems D and I 
(hypothesis H3). H4 claims that the difference between Systems D and I in 
ability to predict SRD will not remain when the effect of System P's SRDs is 
controlled. Controlling for System P's effect controls the effect of a perfect 
concept similarities match. Any remaining difference between Systems D and I 
in ability to predict SRD would have to be attributed to factors outside the 
theory. Together H3 and H4 state that the use of dependency information will 
improve prediction of SRD, but only because such information improves the 
concept similarity match. 

The Pearson product moment correlation was used to measure the relations 
among the SRDs, since they are all measured continuously. The testing 
procedures for correlated TS and partial rs are discussed in Hotelling (1940) and 
McNemar (1969). Power analysis (see Cohen, 1969) was used to determine 
sample size. An n of 60 documents was chosen to balance the risks of Type I 
and Type 2 errors (see Koll, 1979b). 

It should be noted that in this analysis the correlations are between lists of 
SRDs, combined over several queries. Secondary analyses of individual 
queries were also done (see Koll, 1979b). The results of those analyses are 
referred to briefly. 

6.2.2 Results 

The four hypotheses and test results are shown in Table 6.2. All four null 
hypotheses are rejected at the.! level. The statistical conclusions are: HI-A 
(p(PO) > p(IO)); H2-A (p(PO»P{DO)); H3-A (p(DO) > p(IO)); and H4-A 
(p(DO' P» p(IO' P)). The first three conclusions support the SAM theory by 
confirming its predictions that estimates of user perceptions of documents, as 
made by current systems, can be improved by using term dependency 
information and more so by using perceived concept similarities. 
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TABLE 6.2 Initial hYlMlthesis testing 

Ii ypo,hesis 

HI-O: p(PO)=p(IO) 

HI-A: p(PO»P{IO) 

H2-0: p(PO)=p(OO) 

H2-A: p(PO»p(OO) 

H3-0: p(DO)=p(JO) 

H3-A: p(DO) > p(JO) 

H4-0: p(DO·P) = p(IO·P) 

H4-A: p(DOP»p(JO·P) 

r(PO)=·63: r(10)=·45: 
r(PI)=·54 
,= 1·850>," (df=57)= 1·296 

r(PO)=·63: r(DO) =-48; 
r(PO) = ·55 
,=1·71>," (df=57)=1·296 

r(00)=-48: r(10) =·45: 
r(01)=·99 
,=1·865>," (df=57)= 1·296 

r(00·P)=·20: r(IO·P) =·17; 
r(DI-P)=·99 
,= 1·529> ," (df = 56)= 1·296 

Conclude 

p(PO) > pliO) 

p(PO»P{DO) 

p(DO) > p(lO) 

p{DO·P) > p(lO·P) 

When the effect of SRDP is controlled, both SRDD and SRDI drOI 
significantly in their ability to predict SRDO. This supports the claim tha 
perceived concept similarities are an important component of good SR[ 
predictions. However, the difference between the success rates of SRDD all( 
SRDI is virtually unchanged and still statistically significant. This departurl 
from the hypothesised result can be explained by the fact that the ful 
relationship between SRDP and SRDO was not captured by the linear model 
With transformed cij and Pik' the correlation between SRDP and· SRD[ 
increases from .55 to .77. 

Examining the relationships between SRDP and SRDD, and SRDO, it wa 
observed that monotonic transformations of CijD and Pika and cuP and Pik 

produced large improvements in the linear relationships between SRDP ant 
SRDO and between SRDD and SRDO. Using the square root of both ci,pan( 
PikP increased the correlation between SRDP and SRDO from .63 to .66. Fo 
the correlation between SRDD and SRDO it was observed that a maximun 
(of about .53) occurred with CYD and Pika each raised to powers near 7 or 8 

The statistical results from this second analysis are given in Table 6.3 
Statistical conclusions are all as predicted by the theory: HI-A (p(PO) > p(IO): 
H2-A (p(PO) > p(DO)), H3-A (P(DO) > p(IO)) and H4-0 (p(DO· P)= 
p(IO· P)). From this analysis it may be concluded that System P > System [ 
> System I, and that System D = System I when the effect of System P i 
controlled. 

The claim that the dependency information is tapping information abou 
perceived concept relations is also supported by other statistics. Thl 
correlation between SRDD and SRDP is higher than between SRDI all( 
SRDP (r(PD) =.77, r(PI) =.71; t=2.24, p(t>2.24, df=57, one alt.)<.025: 
Also, the correlation of SRDD, with the effect of SRDI removed, with SRDP i 
significantly higher than that of SRDI, with SRDD removed (r(P(D· I) = .31 
r(P(I· D)= -.05). In other words, when one examines the non-share< 
components of SRDD and SRDI, SRDD is much more strongly related II 
SRDP. Further, multiple regression analysis (see Koll, 1979b) indicates tha 
there is no significant correlation between either SRDI or SRDD and SRDC 
after SRDP is accounted for. In fact, the independent and dependent system 
add only .01 to the multiple correlation coefficient, from .66 to .67. 
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TABLE 6.3. Traosfonned data bypothesis testing 

Hypo/hesis 

HI·Q: p(PO)=P(IO) 

HI·A: p(PO»p(IO) 

H2·0: p(PO)=p(DO) 

H2-A: P(PO)> P(DO) 

H3·Q: P(DO)=P(IO) 

H3-A: P(DO)> p(IO) 

H4-0: p(DO·P)=p(IO·P) 

H4-A: p(DO·P) > p(IO·P) 

I'I""'~ Il=,l,one-sided. 

r(PO)=·66; r(10)=·45; 
r(PI)=-71 
/=2·77>/* (df=57) = 1-296 

r(PO) = -66; r(DO) = -53; 
r(PD)=-77 
1=1·928>,* (df=57)=1-296 

r(DO)=-53; r(10) =·45; 
r(DI)='94 
,=1-877>,' (df=57)=1296 

r(DO'P)={)4; r(IO'P)= -,03; 
r(DI'P)='88 
/=J{)7<c* (df=56)=1'296 

Conclude 

p(PO»p(IO) 

P(PO)> P(DO) 

p(DO) > P(IO) 

p(DO'P)=p(IO'P) 

TABLE 6.4. Accountiog for SROO's variance (transfonned data) 

Variables 

SRDI and SRDO 
SRDD and SRDO 
SRDP and SRDO 
SRDD'P and SRDO'P 
SRDI-P and SRDO'P 

Variables 

SRDP-SRDI 
SRDP-SRDD 
SRDD-SRD1 
SRDD·P-SRDI·P 

r 
(over all Qs) 90% confuience interval 

'45 -26<p<-61 
-53 ·36<p<·67 
'66 '52<p<'77 
{)4 -·18<p<-25 

--03 --25<p<'19 

Difference Increase in % variance explained 
between variances' -----------
r-squared 
with SRDO 

'44-'20=-23 
'44-·28=·15 
'28 -'20=·08 
'00 - {)() =·00 

mean 
(all Qs) 

23% 
15% 
8% 
0% 

min. max. 
(one Q) (one Q) 

8% 47% 
-9% 44% 

3% 17% 
0% 16% 

Variables marked X-Y -residuals rrom X regressed on Y. 

Confidence intervals (for transformed data) for the simple and partial 
correlations are included in Table 6.4. Also given are the expected values for 
increases in the percentage of SRDO's variance accounted for (that is, 
incremental r-squared). These values provide a straightforward indication of 
the effect of dependent and perceived concept similarities on the predictability 
of SRDO. The baseline prediction by binary vectors using the cosine 
correlation can account for 20 per cent of SRDO's variance. Use of perceived 
concept relations can increase this by another 23 per cent to 44 per cent. Of 
that increase, 8 per cent could have been achieved by using dependency 
relations as an estimate of perceived relations. 

The conclusions to be drawn from these experimental data are generally 
supportive of the hypotheses. The evidence is strongly supportive of the first 
three hypotheses: System P> System D > System I in predicting SRDO. H-4 
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is also supported, but less strongly. Support is stronger at the highe 
aggregation level (over queries) than when individual queries are analyse! 
separately (see Koll, 1979b). The conclusions should also be tempered witl 
conventional caution about generalising from 3 queries, 60 documents and 21 
users. General conclusions are: 

(1) Improving the agreement between an IR system's and its users' concep 
similarities improves the system's predictions of SRD. An additional 2 
per cent of SRD's variance may be accounted for by using perceive! 
instead of independent concept similarities. 

(2) Some of this gain may also be attained by using dependent concep 
similarities. The expected loss in SRD predictability due to the inde 
pendence assumption is at least 8 per cent. 

(3) While it is possible that dependency information taps factors relating tl 
SRD other than those of perceived concept similarities, it seems that th, 
improvement caused by dependency information is due to the fact tha 
dependent concept similarities approximate perceived cancep 
similarities. 

(4) On the basis of the support for statements made by the SAM model bu 
not by the SAT model, the SAM model should be accepted as a mOf! 
accurate description of information retrieval. 

6.3 Implications 
6.3.1 Introduction 

Essentially, what has been learned is: (1) the ability to predict a use) 
population's SRDs is (at least partially) dependent on the ability to predic 
their inter-concept similarities; and (2) using co-occurrence information is 001 

(at least partially) effective way of doing that. This knowledge has severa 
implications for future IR research. 

6.3.2 Improved perceived model 

A research programme on concept space formation might be useful. It coul( 
address the issue of what model(s) of the perceived concept space, as well a: 
what methods of finding document locations from concepts locations, are bes 
for predicting SRD. Alternatives include greater exploration of the GALILEC 
space as well as other formalisms. The laws of motion through the GALILEC 
space need exploration. The Linear Force Aggregation Theory (whicl 
indicates that an information item is located at the centroid of its parts) wa; 
used with some success in this study. Other laws of motion are possible, botl 
for aggregating from simple to complex concepts and for aggregating ove: 
people. 

For example, there is some evidence that the geometric mean is man 
appropriate than the arithmetic mean for pooling perceived magnitude: 
(Stevens, 1975). Also, different ranking algorithms (see McGiIl,Koll aD< 
Noreault, 1979) from that used here would translate into different ways 0 

locating documents and queries (other than the centroid method) and ways 0 

measuring similarity other than Euclidean distance. It would also bl 
interesting to see how well the proposed GALILEO space laws abou 
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concepts' resistance to change (based on accumulated mass of messages: see 
Saltiel and Woelfel, 1975) hold up through database updating. 

Different similarity assessment procedures may indicate a different model 
form. It would be instructive to compare, for example, a network model of 
perceived relations against the GALILEO space in terms ofSRD predictions. 

6.3.3 Approximating perceived space 

Given the improvement shown by the perceived system over the independent 
system, but the effort required to construct the users' concept space via 
questionnaire, a research programme aimed at approximating that space by 
automatic analysis of the database could be valuable. Even though co
occurrence data may not be as powerful as users' perceptions (for example, 8 
per cent versus 23 per cent increment in r-squared) the savings involved in 
working completely automatically, instead of requiring manual (user) effort, 
make the use of co-occurrence data attractive. 

In the present study the automatically generated space achieved only one
third of the increase in performance of the perceived space. This leaves much 
room for improvement. 

Unfortunately, in this study economic limitations prohibited a direct 
comparison of inter-concept similarities as perceived and as observed in co
occurrence data. A simple correlational analysis would involve randomly 
selected concept-pairs and a comparison of the two corresponding sets of 
similarity values. 

Maximising that correspondence would, according to this theory, maximise 
SRD predictability. Independent variables that could help improve the 
correspondence include term weighting schemes (attending to factors such as 
collection frequency), similarity measures, stemming routines, and methods of 
defining co-occurrence (for example, same document, same sentence, n-word 
window). 

6.3.4 Using concept relations 

Slightly different from the issue of maximising the concept similarities match is 
a more pragmatic question of how IR practitioners can utilise concept 
relations (either perceived or empirically derived). 

In the 1960s and early 1970s a number of methods of using concept relations 
were proposed (see, for example, Doyle, 1961; Stiles, 1971; Giuliano, 1963; 
Dennis, 1965; Switzer, 1965; Curtice, 1966; Katter, 1967; Lesk, 1969; Cagan, 
1970; Minker, Wilson ~nd Zimmerman, 1972). Recently, there has been a 
revival of interest in thislarea. Methods of using concept relations have been 
proposed or experimentally implemented by Attar and Frankel (1977), 
Bookstein and Kraft (1977), Harper and van Rijsbergen (1978), Yu and his 
associates (see Yu, Luk and Siu, 1978; Raghaven and Yu, 1979), Belkin and 
Oddy (1979), Croft (1979), Doszkocs (1979), Koll (1979a, 1979b), and PAR 
Corporation (Laudauer and Mah, 1979). Many different approaches to using 
concept relations are represented among these works, including multi
dimensional scaling, heuristic space construction, document clustering, de
cision theory and straight matrix multiplication. These approaches should be 
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compared and analysed towards the goal of designing an IR system capable of 
making optimal use of concept relations. 

6.3..5 Individual level 

For substantive and methodological reasons the research reported here was 
conducted at an aggregate level. As a follow-up it would be interesting to see 
whether the results obtained here hold for the individual. There are two 
obvious research projects:· (1) using the concept space constructed at the 
aggregate level, to predict a single user's SRDs; and (2) using an individual's 
own concept relations, to build a space in which to predict his SRDs. 

The aggregate-to-individual level analysis is more interesting. This ap
proach has potential for short-term gain, since IR systems currently act in the 
aggregate-to-individual mode. Such studies would differ from the present 
study only in that the units of analysis would be individual queries rather than 
documents aggregated across queries. 

The individual-to-individual analysis could lead to improvement in IR only 
if it becomes technically and economically feasible to individualise the system 
for each user. Major alteration of the concept space for each individual is 
probably not a prartical approach to IR. Some individualisation, in the form 
of relevance feedback or minor modification of the space based on limited user 
input, could be practical and useful. 

There are benefits to studying both levels. One interesting comparison 
would be of the retrieval effectiveness ofthe population's concept space versus 
that of the individual's own concept space. It is conceivable that the 
population is better able to structure the field in which an individual is seeking 
information than that person can himself. 
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